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ABSTRACT
Despite the widespread use of artificial intelligence (AI), designing user experiences (UX) for AI-powered systems remains challenging. UX designers face hurdles understanding AI technologies, such as pre-trained language models, as design materials. This limits their ability to ideate and make decisions about whether, where, and how to use AI. To address this problem, we bridge the literature on AI design and AI transparency to explore whether and how frameworks for transparent model reporting can support design ideation with pre-trained models. By interviewing 23 UX practitioners, we find that practitioners frequently work with pre-trained models, but lack support for UX-led ideation. Through a scenario-based design task, we identify common goals that designers seek model understanding for and pinpoint their model transparency information needs. Our study highlights the pivotal role that UX designers can play in Responsible AI and calls for supporting their understanding of AI limitations through model transparency and interrogation.

1 INTRODUCTION
The use of AI technologies has become widespread, from novel systems like machine translators built entirely around a machine learning (ML) model, to advanced features like text auto-completion built into already commonplace applications. Advances in AI are driven by research and development efforts producing models with various capabilities, but often disconnected from specific applications or user needs. For example, AI service platforms [1, 2, 6] such as Microsoft Azure [7] and HuggingFace [4] host a growing collection of pre-trained models with capabilities in language, vision, audio, and more. There is also a recent trend of developing large pre-trained models, such as the large language model GPT-3 [22] or the multimodal model Dall-E [83]. Fully realizing the potential of these new AI technologies requires discovering applications where they can be used to solve user problems and aligning their behavior with user preferences. While these tasks are often an essential part of UX designers’ jobs, recent research shows that practitioners grapple with challenges when using “AI as a design material” [39, 54, 102, 103]. These challenges discourage prioritization of UX, leading to failures of AI-driven products and unintended individual and societal consequences.

Among other challenges, the design ideation process is often hindered by struggles to understand the AI technologies due to their complexities and expertise barriers [39, 103]. However, effective design ideation does not necessarily require a deep technical understanding of the technology, but rather a “designerly understanding” [100, 102]. What does a designerly understanding of AI involve? Prior work defined it as the ability to link an AI technology’s capabilities to ways of generating value for users [102]. Having a good understanding of the design material can enable designers to take UX-led approaches to AI product innovation that prioritize value to users, mitigate potential harms, and better align with the goal of responsible AI (RAI). However, prior work reported a lack of means to support a good designerly understanding of AI [39, 103], and to begin with, a lack of knowledge on what designers need for such support.
Meanwhile, we recognize that supporting understanding AI has long been the goal of research on AI transparency. Besides producing explainable AI (XAI) techniques to illuminate the technical details of models [49], the community is moving towards standardized approaches to transparent reporting with AI documentation frameworks such as model cards [78], datasheets [45], and AI service factsheets [12]. These frameworks are often motivated from the perspective of RAI—to help both practitioners and end users evaluate the suitability of the model or dataset for their products or contexts. This suitability assessment must be supported through means of understanding caveats such as unintended use cases, limitations, and potential pitfalls, in addition to basic details such as model inputs and outputs.

With the rise of pre-trained models, which lower the barrier to AI for practitioners, transparent model reporting is all the more critical. But while these services often target engineers, in practice, it is questionable whether these are, or should be, the only roles driving suitability assessment and ideation. With the movement to “democratize AI,” it is equally important to lower the barrier to ideating on whether, where, and how to use models appropriately and responsibly. By reducing technical investment overhead, the availability of increasingly powerful pre-trained models for product development may create both more opportunities and more responsibility for UX designers to drive innovation.

In this work, we set out to explore how to support design ideation around the use of pre-trained models, focusing on enabling a designerly understanding through model transparency. Specifically, we introduce a hands-on scenario-based design task and leverage an example of model documentation as a design probe [58]. We explore the utility and gaps of the documentation’s comprehensive categories of information to pinpoint designers’ information needs for understanding a model to perform design ideation.

Our study takes two particular stances to inform future work supporting UX designers to work with AI. First, we prioritize RAI practices that proactively mitigate potential harms of AI technologies during their development and explore designers’ role in RAI. Therefore, our study protocol emphasizes investigating how designers use critical information such as the model’s limitations to engage in responsible design ideation. Second, to enable a designerly understanding of AI, we draw on the goal-oriented stance in human-centered approaches to studying explainable and transparent AI [68, 93, 97], recognizing that understanding is a means to an end [63, 72], and effective transparency support must be developed according to the end goals. Our analysis distills four common goals that designers seek model understanding for, which future work should aim to support.

In short, our work makes the following contributions:

- **Identifying new challenges in AI UX design practices**: our interviews reveal that practitioners frequently work with pre-trained models and that new challenges arise when understanding and designing with these models. Echoing findings in prior work, there is a lack of support for UX-led approaches to product ideation, which is especially critical for the responsible use of pre-trained models.

- **Bridging AI design and AI transparency**: we explore using transparent model reporting frameworks to support design ideation with a pre-trained model. While our study provides evidence of their utility, it also reveals significant gaps and calls for moving beyond static documentation to supporting model interrogation.

Below we start by reviewing related work that informed our study, then present our methods and findings. We conclude with a discussion of implications for research and practice.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

### 2.1 Challenges Working with AI as a Design Material

Researchers have investigated the challenges for UX practitioners to work with “AI as a design material,” including the complexity of the material itself [39, 92, 102, 103]. Yang et al. [103] summarize two sources of AI’s distinctive design challenges: 1) the uncertainty surrounding its capabilities, with expansive and evolving algorithmic possibilities; and 2) AI’s output complexity, stemming from its probabilistic and adaptive nature. Subramonyam et al. [92] contend that, because of the complications of developing models, including choosing from different models, AI does not lend itself to the deterministic “material” perspective that designers are used to when working with unfamiliar technologies [42, 46, 85], but instead has its material properties *emergent* from envisioned designs.

Besides making existing UX methodologies (e.g., prototyping and user testing) challenging [91, 101], these materialistic complexities give rise to pressing challenges in understanding AI [103]. These challenges are exacerbated by disciplinary barriers and a lack of support for gaining AI literacy [39, 66, 73]. Interestingly, an interview study with experienced AI designers [102] suggests that design is not necessarily hindered by a lack of technical knowledge, but supported by a “designerly understanding” of the technology, often approached through designerly abstractions (e.g., describing its capabilities in relation to user utility) and design exemplars.

The struggle to understand AI can hinder design ideation, causing designers to fail to recognize “low-hanging fruits” to use AI to solve user problems, grapple with envisioning novel uses of AI, or inadvertently attempt uses that exceed technical feasibility [39, 103]. A survey study published in 2017 [39] reported that UX designers were rarely involved in the feature planning stage for AI-powered products, but were limited to working on UI designs. In contrast, a recent study [104] with experienced enterprise AI designers suggests that they do engage in defining new systems and processes. These engagements require not only understanding
the AI’s capabilities and conceptualizing how a design idea would add value, but also viability positioning that justifies the use of AI through expected return on investment.

We recognize that there are also systemic challenges. While the emergent properties of AI call for UX-led approaches to shape technological choices [90, 103, 104], individuals may face upstream battles challenging the current software engineering workflows [90, 95, 101], defeating constraints on time, resources, and incentives [31, 62, 102], and overcoming the disciplinary and organizational barriers [66, 104]. While our work seeks to empower designers to drive ideation by supporting their understanding of AI, this goal cannot be achieved without also tackling the organizational challenges.

2.2 Information Support for AI Design

A small but growing area of work on supporting AI designers to overcome the above-mentioned challenges has emerged. Prior research produced tooling to support AI prototyping [76, 91], new design processes [40, 46, 62, 67, 92], and boundary objects [25, 66, 92] to facilitate collaboration between designers and data scientists. Our work is most directly informed by related work that focuses on providing information and knowledge support for AI design.

Research and industry have produced numerous taxonomies and guidelines to sensitize designers to both AI capabilities [34, 66, 104] and the AI design space (e.g., [3, 5, 11]). However, support for designers to seek information about specific models they work with remains under-explored. A small number of tools have been developed to help designers understand certain aspects of a model, such as performance metrics [57, 105]. Others explored approaches to guide designers in envisioning solutions when working with a model. For example, Hong et al. [56] developed an NLP playbook to encourage systematic consideration of errors, based on common failures of NLP models. Subramonyam et al. [92] suggest the use of “data probes,” example data points and their model outputs, to facilitate design thinking and validation. Similarly, to enable exploring GPT-3’s promises for interaction design, Lee et al. [65] created a dataset of instances from writers working with GPT-3. Using examples to support understanding aligns with the “material” design perspective, as understanding of materialistic properties can be achieved by experienced affordances [37, 54, 87].

Also under-explored is investigation into the actual information-seeking processes when designing with AI, except for some first-person account of the challenges [16, 101]. A relevant work is Subramonyam et al. [90]. By interviewing practitioners, the authors investigated how designers and data scientists overcome expertise boundaries by sharing information through low-level details. Engineers share with designers information about the data used to train the model through dataset documentation and other means, and about model behaviors through example outputs, performance dashboards, demos, and explanations such as feature weights, rules, and underlying assumptions.

Like most prior research in this area, Subramonyam et al. [90] focuses on cases where UX practitioners work with data scientists who develop the model. We instead investigate designers’ information needs when working with pre-trained models, which can be third-party models or models handed over after completion, where access to data scientists is unavailable or limited. We also take an ecological position of human-information interaction research [43] that people’s information needs are best understood by observing tasks being performed. We hence create a scenario-based design task to investigate designers’ needs when designing with an unfamiliar pre-trained model.

2.3 AI Transparency

To support a designerly understanding of AI, we draw from the literature on AI transparency. To facilitate effective and consistent AI transparency, the AI research community has proposed various frameworks for transparent reporting of data [15, 45, 53], models [78], and services [12], often broadly referred to as “AI documentation.” These frameworks include standardized categories of information—such as “performance metrics, intended use cases, and potential pitfalls” [78]—and guidelines to help AI creators transparently communicate the capabilities and limitations of their models or data. Aiming to support “responsible democratization of AI” [78], AI documentation is intended to support evaluating the suitability of a dataset or model for one’s use case, and facilitate accountability and governance. These frameworks are increasingly adopted in industry, especially for third-party AI services. For example, model cards [78] have been implemented by Google Cloud [2] and Hugging Face [96], and Microsoft introduced “Transparency Notes” for its Azure Cognitive Services [8].

While some researchers have explored the needs of practitioners creating AI documentation [50, 51], empirical studies investigating its use is relatively scarce. Through a think-aloud protocol, Boyd [20] demonstrates that thoughtfully constructed datasets can help ML engineers understand and make decisions about ethical problems in training data. A recent study by Crisan et al. [32] contends that current AI documentation primarily serves people with ML expertise, while non-experts can benefit from interactive interrogation of an expanded form of documentation. Through a user-centered design study, the authors create a prototype of an interactive model card and make design recommendations, including considering information hierarchies and prioritizing critical information to promote productive skepticism.

Another cornerstone of AI transparency is to support understanding of model behaviors through AI explanations, actively studied in the field of explainable AI (XAI) (e.g., [48, 49, 70]). XAI techniques typically address user questions such as “how does the model make decisions?” or “why does the model make a particular decision?” by revealing the features used by the model, how these features are weighted, or the rules that the model follows. Recent studies report that XAI techniques are increasingly used in industry practice as end user-facing features [66], by data scientists to debug models [52, 61, 68], and shared with stakeholders to verify the models [18, 57]. However, it is unclear if designers utilize—or even have the need for—such technical explanations.

Our study is also motivated by the goal-oriented stance in research that takes human-centered perspectives on explainable AI [68, 93, 97]. Rather than focusing on what aspects of the model can be made transparent, this stance prioritizes articulating the goals that people seek out model understanding for, and centers the development and evaluation of explainability methods around these goals. While several taxonomies of common goals of XAI have been proposed [27, 69, 93], other works empirically investigated the goals of...
We conducted interviews consisting of a hands-on ideation task during design ideation to unpack the requirements to support designers' understanding of AI. We introduce model documentation as a design probe [58]. That is, beside the "engineering goal" of testing the viability of using documentation to support AI design ideation, we are interested in the "social science goal" of understanding designers' needs during ideation and the "design goal" of inspiring new approaches to supporting model understanding.

2.4 Responsible AI (RAI) in Practice

Our work also aims to contribute to RAI practices by exploring designers' role in responsibly building AI technologies. RAI is concerned with putting theoretical principles of AI ethics into practice, and proactively mitigating individual and societal harms from AI [17, 82, 88]. Recent years have seen a growing interest in studying practitioners' practices, challenges, and gaps in dealing with RAI issues, such as fairness [35, 55, 74, 75, 82], transparency [18, 57, 66], and accountability [21, 81]. These challenges are multi-faceted, ranging from individuals' lack of knowledge support and technical means, to socio-organizational barriers such as lacking incentives and enabling internal structures.

However, UX designers are not always included in these studies of RAI practitioners. A gap seems to exist between many works advocating for collaboration between ML engineers and designers to create good AI UX, and advocating for designers' role in mitigating potential harms of AI. Meanwhile, recent work recognizes that RAI is fundamentally about serving stakeholders’ needs and values [33, 75, 89], a position that is central to the deliverable and methodological toolbox of UX practitioners. Studies of enterprise designers also suggest that designers are deeply concerned about RAI issues such as fairness, transparency, safety, privacy, and data use [66, 104, 106].

To explore designers’ role in RAI and how to support such a role, our study emphasizes the need for supporting a designerly understanding of a model’s limitations, including failures, biases, and potential harms. This emphasis on both capabilities and limitations also aligns with the intent and design of AI documentation [12, 78].

In summary, drawing on these prior works, our study is guided by the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: What are the needs and challenges for UX practitioners to understand and work with pre-trained models, and in particular, to perform responsible ideation? (Section 4.1- 4.3)
- **RQ2**: To what extent is the current model documentation framework useful for supporting design ideation and what are the gaps? (Section 4.2- 4.3)
- **RQ3**: What are the goals that designers seek model understanding for and how to support them? (Section 4.3)

3 METHOD

We conducted interviews consisting of a hands-on ideation task using a pre-trained model to solve a user problem, and discussions around participants’ own experiences performing design ideation for AI. In the sections below, we first describe the ideation task, then the procedure, participants, and analysis of the interviews.

3.1 Scenario-Based Design Ideation Task and Artifacts Provided

We aimed to create an ideation task that could be completed in 30 minutes and generate rich discussions. We therefore chose a user problem scenario that is easily accessible, but has a complex solution space, with multiplex user flows. In the scenario we chose, users of an online microblogging platform share online articles without understanding them or helping their followers understand them, leading to the spread of misinformation. We included a Twitter UI (with minor adaptations, such as changing the brand name) in the task introduction to invite participants’ knowledge about microblogging platforms. The company running the microblogging platform in the scenario had already paid for an AI service which includes a pre-trained text summarization model. Participants were asked to act as if they work for the company and try to come up with a new feature of the microblogging platform that takes advantage of this available model to solve the article misunderstanding problem.

We chose to base the model on the extractive text summarization model provided by Microsoft Azure Cognitive Service1 because it is a popular AI service with comprehensive documentation. Two artifacts were provided to help participants to understand the model: a modified version of the model documentation from the service (a Transparency Note), and 20 curated model input-output examples (described below). The documentation covers the major components specified in model reporting frameworks like model cards [78], including a model description, examples of intended uses, warnings against unintended uses, and limitations highlighting impacting factors (i.e., what factors may impair the model’s performance). Images of the documentation artifact used in the study are shown in Figure 1-Left. The content is also provided in Table 2 in the appendix.

The service provides a playground UI (Figure 4 in the appendix) for users to try out the model with their own input examples. Seeing examples of model outputs allows understanding through experienced affordance [65, 92]. For efficiency, instead of asking participants to experiment on their own, we curated 20 online articles from different genres and sources, and of different lengths, and presented them in a spreadsheet with these attributes shown. We then captured their summary outputs from the playground UI, and linked the screenshots to the corresponding input articles in the spreadsheet. The documentation and examples show that the model output includes three components:

- **Extracted sentences**: Three sentences extracted from the input article that the model identifies as conveying the main topic of the article.
- **Rank score**: A score indicating how relevant each extracted sentence is to the article’s main topic.
- **Positional information**: The position of each extracted sentence in the input article.

We chose a summarization model for several reasons. First, language models are among the most popular pre-trained models as

1https://azure.microsoft.com/
they have become increasingly powerful and can be applied to any document input data. Second, to make the ideation task tractable, we opted for a model that has well-scoped capabilities, rather than general-purpose large language models such as GPT-3. We also believe that the relatively narrow scope of extractive summarization was suitable for a task that requires careful ideation to match model capabilities and user needs.

After participants’ initial ideation, we introduced two additional sets of information to help them refine their ideas: AI design space guidance (Figure 2-top), and a list of potential harms consideration (Figure 2-bottom).

The design space guidance is intended to encourage participants to systematically consider key design elements for AI-powered features, which would allow us to understand their information needs comprehensively. We opted to introduce it after the initial ideation to avoid overwhelming participants. The guidance also serves as additional information about “what to design” [24]. We adapted the “AI-powered user interface guidance” in Subramonyam et al. [90], a synthesis of key UI components of AI-powered systems based on 89 industry design guidelines.

The harms consideration was introduced to further investigate participants’ ideation around how to use the model responsibly. While transparency on ethical considerations has been a motivating factor for AI documentation frameworks [12, 45, 78], there is currently no industry standard on how to present them. We designed the information based on a review of survey papers mentioning limitations of summarization models [9, 41, 64, 99] and papers on ethical risks of language models [19, 94], as well as discussions with 2 experts of NLP and AI ethics. We chose to lead with common technical limitations of summarization models and highlight the potential harms that each technical limitation can lead to (in red). This delineation between the potential harms and their sources of technical limitations was intended to encourage participants to come up with mitigation strategies that target the sources.

3.2 Procedure

All interviews were conducted online via a video conferencing software, and lasted around 60 minutes. A $50 gift card was provided as an appreciation token for each participant. Participants were asked to read and sign the consent form before they joined the interviews. The study was IRB approved.

The semi-structured interviews started with a 10-minute discussion of participants’ prior experience with designing AI-powered applications. The interviewer probed on how they attempted to understand models in their initial encounters, including their approaches, resources available, and challenges.

The interviewer then made a 5-minute presentation to introduce the design task described above, including showing the documentation (Figure 1-Left) and demonstrating the playground UI (Figure 4 in the appendix). Participants were then asked to join a FigJam board (whiteboarding feature provided by Figma, a UI prototyping software), where we provided the scenario description, documentation, and a link to the spreadsheet of input-output examples obtained from the playground UI. Participants were encouraged to spend a few minutes to further understand the model by browsing the spreadsheet with input-output examples. They were instructed to start ideating whenever they felt ready and follow any processes they usually do. They could use sketching, sticky notes, or any UI widgets on FigJam to communicate their ideas. We also provided a set of microblogging UI components which they could optionally include in their design or annotate directly. Participants were asked to spend no more than 25 minutes on this task, and could stop whenever they were satisfied with their design idea. They were asked to continue thinking aloud throughout the process.

After this, the interviewer asked participants about their perceived understanding of the model, which information they found helpful, and what questions were left unanswered, followed by the two rounds of iteration with the design space guidance and harms consideration (Figure 2). For the sake of time, the iterations focused on verbal discussions rather than re-creation of visual designs. Whenever applicable, participants were prompted to reflect on whether the process and information available shared similarities with how they approach AI in their own work.

Lastly, the interviewer asked participants to reflect with a summary card as shown in Figure 1-Right. The card listed all the categories of information provided in the task in color, with additional
categories that appear in model cards [78], the most established model documentation framework, in grey. The latter were described as “more technical information” that we excluded (also excluded in the original service documentation). The interviewer asked questions to prompt reflection, such as which category was helpful, whether the grey categories were desired, and what other information they wished to have. The interviewer also introduced the concept of designerly understanding of AI—understanding a model well enough to be able to use it as a design material to solve user problems—and asked participants to reflect on what could help them better achieve a designerly understanding in general.

3.3 Participants

Recruitment was carried out through two routes. First, recruiting messages were disseminated in a large international technology company’s UX focused online communities, across product lines and locations. Second, the authors posted recruiting messages on Twitter and LinkedIn. The messages called for participation of people who are in roles that perform design ideation often (including designers, UX researchers, and product managers (PMs)), and have experience working with AI. We limited to these groups since we are interested in learning about participants’ own experience ideating for AI-powered products.

The interview study included 23 participants (8 male, 15 female), with 17 recruited via the first route and 6 via the second. Participants from the same large company were distributed in 6 countries with no overlap of first-line teams. The remaining participants work in a mix of large companies, start-ups, and non-profit organizations.

When participants signed up, they were asked to fill out a form that gathered information about their demographics, professions, and their self-reported experience with designing AI and NLP powered applications, respectively (never / limited experience / part of my day-to-day job / I consider myself an expert). The majority of participants have designer titles (N=17), while 3 are HCI or UX researchers, and the remaining 3 are PMs. Detailed information about the participants can be found in Table 3 in the appendix. The last two questions were used to group participants into more or less experienced groups with AI design. Overall, we considered 6 participants to be in the less experienced group; these participants either answered “less experienced” or “never” to both questions regarding AI and NLP or confirmed in the interview they never designed AI-powered features in their job.

3.4 Analysis

Interview transcriptions included question-answering and think-aloud data. Coding started with the first and second authors performing open and axial coding informed by Grounded Theory research [29] on a common set of 5 interviews. They discussed and converged on a set of axial codes, with which the first author continued coding the rest of the interviews. The axial codes will be highlighted in bold when discussing findings. After that, the first author performed a first round of selective coding to identify themes, then iteratively presented to the other authors for feedback.

Through a human-information interaction lens [43], we paid particular attention to places where participants showed their attention to, perception of, use of, and feedback for the categories of model information provided. These include what they commented on while reading the documentation, what appeared in their think-aloud comments while performing the task, and their answers to the reflection questions after the task. We coded both the categories of information and participants’ goals behind the information sought. We also mapped the relations between the two with the axial codes. These results are presented in Sections 4.3.

4 FINDINGS

Since the focus of our study is on design ideation with pre-trained models, we first situate our results by discussing what this task currently looks like in practice (RQ1). We then present a brief overview of participants’ designs, demonstrating that they were able to engage in design ideation supported by the documentation (RQ2), but their model understanding and design outcomes varied by their experience level with AI design (RQ1). Finally, in Section 4.3,
we present our main results, identifying four common goals that designers seek model understanding for, pinpointing designers’ model information needs for each goal including gaps in the current documentation, and suggesting design implications to support them (RQ1, RQ2, RQ3). Throughout the findings, we highlight the pivotal role that UX designers can play in RAI with an understanding of model limitations.

4.1 Putting Design Ideation with Pre-Trained Models in Context: Current Practices (RQ1)

As described below, while previous HCI research focused on supporting UX practitioners to work with data scientists, we found that, on the ground, practitioners also frequently work with pre-trained models without the direct involvement of data scientists who built them—a trend that may increase as more powerful pre-trained models such as GPT become widely available. This makes it more challenging to assess models for suitability and ideate on how to use the models to solve user problems, since information cannot be obtained directly from the data scientists involved. Unfortunately, at the current time, designers often do not play a central role in the ideation stage for AI-powered products and do not have the information support to obtain a good enough understanding of models to engage in effective ideation.

4.1.1 How is design ideation currently performed in practice? Our study presented participants with a scenario that requires figuring out how to use a given model to solve an existing user problem. We found that participants (or their teams) commonly face this type of scenario in their day-to-day practices. Namely, practitioners frequently work with third-party models (N=12)—sometimes referred to as “out-of-box” or “off-the-shelf” models—to add AI-powered features to existing products.

Especially in larger companies, practitioners also strive to reuse AI capabilities that the company already owns, whether purchased from third parties or developed by R&D teams. Echoing previous studies, there is still a common separation of design and model development [90]. Designers do not necessarily distinguish between working with a pre-trained model or an “in-house” model handed over after its completion, as in several cases (N=5), participants could not recall the sources of the models they worked with. Curiously, 9 participants mentioned they or their teams engaged in various degrees of exploration around the use of recent large pre-trained models, such as GPT-3 and Dall-E, including attempts to define product features and tinkering with the APIs using playground UIs on their own. However, when probed further, none could clearly articulate a ready outcome or an established process to explore these models, showing that ideation on how to use large pre-trained models is an emerging task that raises much interest but is still challenging.

Similar to previous studies [39], we found that UI/UX designers are often not the drivers for product or feature definition, though they are more likely to be in smaller organizations or start-ups (P12, P15, P16) [104]. In large companies, this task is often led by PMs, with inputs from designers. Participants frequently expressed dissatisfaction in being excluded in the ideation stage, as “I think we should be because we’re gonna carry all that implications of a technology choice” (P17). Participants attributed their lack of means and motivation to understand models to this separation between UI design and ideation, as “they show up and someone already said this is the problem and this is the solution and you feel like you haven’t had a stake, or haven’t had a chance to research that problem for your own understanding” (P7). Participants also described their experience of design failures due to this siloed process and a lack of model understanding, as: “I came in a later stage. The PM had already defined all the specs. I mapped out the ideal customer journey and a service blueprint...it turns out we don’t have the technical feasibility to cover all of them” (P8).

4.1.2 What are the current approaches to obtaining a designerly understanding? About half of participants have done so by reading some form of model documentation. While a few mentioned formal documentation of third-party AI services or GPT-3, designers often rely on notes written by PMs or model developers. Participants expressed struggles with digesting documentation, because “they are explaining very complex things and most of them are just plain text” (P14). Some mentioned that creating high-quality documentation is usually not a priority due to resource constraints.

Participants also sought “experienced affordance” by examining model inputs and outputs. P3, P9, and P20 mentioned “playing around” with GPT-3 through the playground UI. However, means to directly interact with models are not easily available. Instead, participants mentioned that their initial encounters with models involved a demo from data scientists or third-party sellers showing examples of inputs and outputs, or being given examples together with documentation. This lack of direct access is common even for in-house models. P10 and P21 approached this challenge by curating their own “golden set of inputs” and obtaining outputs from the engineers to support their understanding and design decisions. Several participants (N=5) expressed excitement upon seeing the playground UI in our design task, showing a gap in their current practices and a strong desire to tinker with models directly.

Lastly, as the majority of participants have also worked with “in-house” models built by data scientists, in these cases, they learn about models by talking to data scientists. When performing our design task, they frequently described the experience of reading documentation unfavorably compared with that of speaking to a data scientist directly.

4.2 Overview of the Design Outcomes (RQ1&2)

To investigate the feasibility of supporting design ideation with the documentation framework (RQ2), and to ground our later discussions of participants’ information needs and goals, we briefly overview the variety of design ideas that participants came up with.

To shed light on the challenges (RQ1), we also highlight differences between designers with more or less experience with AI.

4.2.1 Participants created rich designs with various details. With the same set of provided model transparency artifacts, participants arrived at different designs to address the scenario. 17 out of 23 participants presented a feature that shows AI-generated summaries together with shared articles. 7 participants explored a feature that nudges the user to understand the article content before sharing. 4 participants discussed a feature that uses an AI-generated summary to help users to write their own summary.
Participants’ designs also had rich details. For example, P3, P7, and P12, who are among the most experienced AI designers we interviewed, created sophisticated designs (Figure 3). P3’s designs considered different conditions: applying the AI to only longer articles; quality-checking the original articles and summaries to prevent disputable content from being shared; and a pop-up window to view summaries in sequence for users who share multiple articles in a thread. P7 added user-facing transparency elements about the model’s accuracy, confidence, and explanations, and added that their feature should not be applied to high-stakes topics. P12 presented a summary feature that should only be applied to factual articles but not opinion pieces. Several layers of detail were added: a link to the original article, a disclaimer indicating this content is AI-generated, paths from AI failures including feedback and model auditing, and an explanation for why a summary is provided.

4.2.2 Less experienced AI designers faced more challenges approaching model understanding and ideation. As described in Section 3.3, we identified a sub-group of 6 participants (P8, P11, P15, P17, P18, P20) who are less experienced with AI design. We compare their designs to the more experienced AI designers’. We note that although this group had limited experience with designing AI features in their jobs, they still showed a level of knowledge of and strong interest in AI. Our comparison is not intended to generalize the relationship between AI experience and ideation outcomes.

We observe two clusters of designs created by the designers less experienced with AI. One cluster (P15 and P20, whose designs are in Figure 3, and also P8) presented relatively simplistic designs, without many details as in the designs by the experienced designers. Interestingly, all of them opted to pick one single example out of the playground UI outputs, and created visuals around the content. The other cluster (P17 as in Figure 3, and also P11) had a distinct pattern of quickly generating multiple ideas, with some diverging from the common ideas participants converged to, but under-exploring the feasibility of these ideas with the given model. For example, as shown in Figure 3, P17 suggested a feature that would leverage a summary to identify and explain links with disputable content.

Furthermore, we observed that the less experienced group was significantly more likely to skip the step of examining multiple examples from the playground UI—83.3% versus 11.8% among the rest of the participants. Despite the evidence of less effective understanding and ideation, they were more likely to say yes when asked whether they felt they had a good understanding of the model—50% versus 11.8% among the rest of the participants.

In short, the more experienced participants sought information more thoroughly. With a better understanding of the model, they were able to generate more sophisticated and complete design ideas that are grounded in technical feasibility. However, they also tended to find the provided information inadequate to support what they intended to design. In the next section, we unpack what additional information is required and why.

4.3 Common Transparency Goals and Information Needs (RQ1, RQ2, RQ3)

In this section, we present our main findings. To answer RQ3, we identify four common goals for which designers sought out model understanding. These goals are not meant to be mutually exclusive. To answer RQ2, for each goal, we pinpoint which categories of model information in the provided documentation were used, and what missing information was requested. We also suggest design implications to support each goal to answer RQ1. These results are summarized in Table 1. In the appendix, we provide more details on how each category of model information was used or sought, divided in two tables—Table 4 for provided information and Table 5 for additional information requested.

4.3.1 Goal 1 (G1): To engage in divergent-convergent design thinking and eliminate risky design ideas. We frequently observed the diamond process [30] of design thinking (N=14), with a convergent stage of generating many potential design solutions followed by a convergent stage of refining them. As described below, this process drove designers to seek model understanding necessary for assessing potential UX benefits and risks that would arise from their designs.

For the divergent stage, participants often (N=6) found the section with examples of intended uses helpful to “jump-start” (P9) generating design ideas. We also observed a common strategy (N=5) of delineating user workflows as a way of ideating on potential places for a summarization feature.

For the convergent stage, a risk-benefit analysis was often performed to eliminate solutions that are risky or deliver less value to users. This process is best illustrated in P7’s design shown in Figure 3. P7 started by generating three possible solutions that they called preempt, intervention, and sidekick. Their convergent process required understanding how reliable the model is, which they approached by examining playground examples: “I have the question of how reliably it could perform [for different designs]... if it was an intervention and it was unreliable...you’re out of your extra step and it’s literal nonsense. And that really diminishes somebody’s experience with the whole product, so that presents, I think, a huge risk.” Later, as they proceeded with the sidekick idea, they realized that the benefit provided might be limited and they re-visited the other ideas: “now that I’m fleshing this out, it’s making me feel this would make people read things even less, because just anecdotally for myself, if I saw this I would definitely not click the article.”

Performing the risk-benefit analysis led participants to seek an understanding of model capabilities based on model descriptions and input-output examples, and model limitations from harms consideration, impacting factors, and unintended uses. However, translating model capabilities into UX benefits, and model limitations into UX risks is a non-trivial task. One common translation strategy observed in the majority of participants is to examine the examples and mentally simulate how users would perceive and react to them. As discussed in Section 4.2, the experienced AI designers often examined a mix of input examples that are representative of articles shared on the platform, examples from multiple categories, and edge cases in the hope of revealing model limitations. However, not all participants engaged in these productive strategies.

When translating model limitations to UX risks, participants often (N=6) expressed confusion about what failures meant from a UX perspective. Failures can arise not only due to poor performance as measured by standard performance metrics—the focus of the limitations section in the provided documentation—but can also be caused by other characteristics of the model outputs (like
Figure 3: Example designs created by participants. The bottom three are from participants in the "less experienced with AI design" group.
Table 1: Summary of goals for which designers sought out model information, what information they sought in the provided model transparency artifacts and what is missing, and design implications for supporting each goal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transparency goal</th>
<th>Provided info used</th>
<th>Requested information</th>
<th>Design implications to support the goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| G1: Divergent-convergent design thinking | intended uses, model description, input-output examples, harms consideration, unintended uses, limitations | output analysis, explanations | - Inspire divergent design thinking with example use cases and user contexts, such as providing or helping define user workflows or scenarios.  
- Scaffold defining UX risks by supporting discovering a broad range of model limitations and providing ethical consideration guidance.  
- Support risk-benefit assessment of candidate design ideas; develop risk-oriented evaluation metrics and practices. |
| G2: Conditional design | impacting factors in limitations and harms consideration, examples of different categories | training data, explanations, disaggregated evaluation with performance and other output characteristics, confidence/uncertainty | - Facilitate discovering and testing hypotheses about impacting factors and assessing their UX impact.  
- Support decisions about whether to create conditional designs by exploring the design space (e.g., creating intermediate prototypes) and assessing their user values.  
- Develop design patterns and implementation guidance for conditional designs. |
| G3: Transparency for users | model description, limitations, harms consideration | performance, confidence/uncertainty, explanations | - Allow seeking model information by user questions or needs, such as re-structuring the documentation and providing other information channels.  
- Support translating information in documentation to transparency designs for users. |
| G4: Team negotiation and collaboration | harms consideration, limitations, design space guidance | customizability and improvability, algorithm, training data and other development information | - Empower designers by prioritizing their suitability assessment of the model for the users, with both informational and organizational support.  
- Equip designers to collaborate with engineers with technical literacy, actionable suggestions for model improvement, common references, and boundary objects. |

being too long or not coherent enough for a design) or API properties (such as speed or reliance). As a result, participants found the current limitations section inadequate and engaged in discovering additional model limitations that can cause UX failures.

Participants appreciated the harms consideration to help them think through potential negative consequences. Remarkably, many participants (N=7) took it as inspiration to anticipate harms specific to their design and users. Upon reading about performance biases, for example, P7 questioned the downstream harm of their own design: “Am I creating a potential skew? All articles that are extremely neat get a good summary and any that are too complicated have a low accuracy. It’s possible...all the ones that are summarized well are click-baity articles...does that really help?”

To anticipate UX benefits and risks, some participants also requested descriptive analysis of outputs to understand the general characteristics of model outputs such as the distribution of output lengths and frequencies of certain types of words. Such information should ideally be provided with regard to input articles specific to their product. In addition, some participants sought model explanations about what features the model relies on. For example, P1 asked “does it give more importance to numbers?” as they reasoned that numbers may then show up more often in the summaries. Such requests were frequently triggered by observing distinct or unexpected model behaviors in input-output examples.

Finally, participants expressed a desire to more accurately assess the candidate design ideas by risk, such as through user testing. P7 called out a need for risk-oriented evaluation metrics rather than traditional UX metrics: “I would want to create different concepts and evaluate them through these lenses [of risks]... typical design world you would say, oh, is this good or not, do users like it or not. But I think this would be the other test. So looking at the potential risks in doing something a particular way.”

Design implications based on these findings are summarized in Table 1.

4.3.2 Goal 2 (G2): To create “conditional designs” to mitigate AI’s varying impact for different user scenarios. We observed that participants frequently (N=9) approached the model’s output uncertainty [103] by creating different designs for different types of inputs or different types of outputs. They often did so by putting guardrails on inputs and outputs—only applying the model to inputs that it is reliable for, or blocking problematic outputs.
Another common conditional design included triggering user warnings in certain conditions or providing user controls such as "toggle on or off this feature for those articles" (P12). These observations suggest that experienced AI designers are mindful about moving away from only focusing on golden paths or ideal hero scenarios—a "traditional" design practice that may lead to failure of AI UX [56].

This type of design thinking also stems from a common practice of designing for different user scenarios. We refer to these common processes of creating different designs for different conditions as **conditional designs**. Such designs are best illustrated in the example of P3 (Figure 3) who considered different designs based on article length (input) and summary quality (output), as well as for users who share many articles in a thread (scenario).

This goal of creating conditional designs gave rise to participants’ pronounced needs to understand impacting factors, which appeared in the **limitations** and **harms consideration** sections. There are several challenges. First, not all impacting factors are available in the documentation. Participants often discovered new factors of interest by considering different user scenarios. Participants therefore expressed desires to **discover or verify more impacting factors**. While many participants (N=8) attempted this by visually examining input-output examples of different categories, this approach might not lead to an accurate understanding, but “create a cognitive load” (P2). Some participants requested information about **training data, explanations, and disaggregated evaluations** [14] (also referred to as sub-group analysis) to help them discover impacting factors. As illustrated in P12’s examples in Figure 3, they started by asking many questions regarding unknown impacting factors, such as “what type of article length is this suitable for?” and “is it better for factual?”, then probed on the explainability-related “how” question to infer potential factors: “is the summary only pulling out objective facts? Or also peoples’ quotes?”, and questions suggesting a desire for disaggregated evaluation: “how does it perform for different types of articles?” At the end, P12 reflected that they did not have a good understanding of the model, and made an assumption that they should avoid summarizing opinion pieces based on observations of example outputs.

The decision to create a conditional design must be carefully justified. It comes not only with a development cost but also a cost to UX, since it can create “an odd feeling and inconsistency” (P7). Participants wanted to **assess the impact** of factors of interest—both on performance metrics and on other output characteristics like the structural patterns and content quality. This justification must also be assessed with regard to the actual **user benefits of a conditional design**, considering factors such as frequency and user contexts of a given condition. For example, P7 opted to ignore the concern about low-quality summaries for articles about traveling, based on observing an example, since the consequence of misinformation about such articles might be less serious. After reading about the impact of lack of article structure on performance in the limitation section, P9 decided to ignore it, saying “if articles that are being shared on the microblogging site were mostly chart heavy, like scientific publications, then I would have more questions.”

Finally, designers struggled with **how to implement conditional designs**, often realizing that another technical component might be required such as a separate model to detect the article genre. Participants also commonly (N=6) sought to create guardrails on outputs by leveraging the model confidence or uncertainty, which prompted them to seek information about whether the model can provide it.

Once again, design implications derived from these findings are summarized in Table 1.

### 4.3.3 Goal 3 (G3): To provide AI transparency to end users.

To create “interaction-level interventions” (P9) to mitigate the harms of designs, another common goal is to **transparency expose limitations and potential harms to end users**. Many participants (N=10) attempted to meet this goal by incorporating information from the documentation into their designs, including information from the **limitations** and **harms consideration** sections. Some further requested to expose information about **performance**, output confidence or uncertainty, and explanations of how the text summarization works. However, participants faced challenges in **how to translate and effectively present this information in the UI**: “we definitely need to surface this information in the documentation. But the key question is from a UI perspective, what needs to change, right?... you can have a pop-up appearing over there highlighting that this capability is in preview, and there could be certain limitations... Click here to learn more and then you get to the documentation” (P10).

Some participants also discussed that in their own work, to be able to effectively communicate the model information to end users, they need to seek an understanding of the model by **asking questions on behalf of the users** to data scientists, which they are unable to do with documentation alone: “I think a lot of the questions about the human impact of the model are very much within the designers’ purview to ask questions to the ML team...the hard part is that a lot of them are not visible. It’s such an intangible thing...you have to be really familiar with the material to be able to even have coherent thoughts about it” (P12). In other words, an AI-powered product cannot be truly transparent and supportive of user understanding if the designer themselves lacks an understanding of the AI material they are working with.

### 4.3.4 Goal 4 (G4): To negotiate and collaborate with their team to advocate for users.

When probed about designers’ role in creating responsible AI products, besides design interventions, participants emphasized designers’ responsibilities in **advocating for users** by anticipating potential harms to users and communicating them to their teams, including **pushing back on the use of a technology**. These points are best made by P9: “I think designers are probably in the best position to explain those problems back up the chain because we have good tools about modeling users and contexts in scenarios. So we can say, hey, have you thought about the single mom who’s looking at this interface and how it presumes she has a husband and how offensive that is? That ability to frame that as a human problem as opposed to a business problem might have more of an influence within the conversations of an organization. And I think that we end up being a small amount of gate keeping for the vetting of software. So if we found that something was actively propagating misinformation we can reject it...we have to advocate for users, not just business outcomes.” To engage in such advocacy, designers can “feel empowered” (P23) by having a good understanding of model limitations. Indeed, we often observed participants pushing back on the use of the model after reading the harms consideration.
Designers also actively seek to collaborate with engineers to resolve technical limitations and improve the model for their product. This tendency prompted several participants (N=5) to request additional information about model customizability and im-provability, such as whether it is possible to obtain domain-specific data to fine-tune the model. The service roadmap information about future updates is also important for coordinating with the team so they know whether “some constraints [will] be erased [in the future]” (P13). P2 and P6 also appreciated the format of provided harms consideration, which delineates different sources of technical limitations, so that they could work with the team to “address each of these different sources of possible harms” (P2).

Lastly, we highlight two additional roles that documentation can serve to facilitate team coordination. One is that a documentation can be used as common references and boundary objects to support collaboration, especially in sections on harms consideration and design space guidance, as illustrated in P7’s response: “I’m wondering how much of this is just generally useful for a team. Obviously the model stuff is true, but some of this guidance around human-AI interaction could also be useful for everybody to be mindful of.” Second, participants deemed documentation a useful resource to help them to develop general AI literacy for effective cross-team communication in the long run, which motivated them to seek more technical information in the documentation such as the algorithms used, information about the training data, and other details about model development: “it’s also about educating the designer [about] different types of learning models and algorithms, so that when we communicate with data scientists, we can use the same language and talk about the same thing... on the long term I feel [documentation] also should be about education” (P5).

5 DISCUSSION

We have identified UX designers’ diverse information needs when working with pre-trained models as design material, and how these needs are engendered by their task-specific, role-specific, and socio-organizational goals. The results demonstrate the utility of model documentation in sensitizing designers to the capabilities and limitations of a model for design ideation, but also reveal many gaps. We found that designers gravitate towards critical information that helps them understand model limitations and adopt a set of strategies to mitigate the negative user impact of these limitations. In this section, we discuss future directions for supporting ideation with model transparency and argue for better engaging designers in RAI practices.

5.1 Supporting Ideation with Model Transparency: from Model Documentation to Model Interrogation

While there has been extensive work on AI documentation [12, 45, 50, 51, 78, 80], who the consumers are and how they are consuming it has not been well studied empirically. Our work serves as a case study to explore the model reporting needs of UX practitioners. We found that they can benefit from AI documentation, and are already consuming it on the ground. However, only 5 out of 23 participants answered affirmatively that they understood the model in our study well. Participants’ requested additional categories of information, and some struggled with a lack of complete or concrete understanding of provided information.

Their struggles were not due to a lack of ML expertise [32], as participants had little difficulty comprehending the documentation (though this may not generalize to designers with little knowledge about AI). Instead, the challenges arose when contextualizing model information for their setting and users. It is impossible for documentation creators to anticipate every downstream use case. This suggests that we should provide opportunities for designers to interrogate the model with their own data instances, factors of interest, hypotheses, and questions. Additionally, static documentation falls short in supporting the co-evolving of design solutions and model understanding, which can be seen as an aspect of design as co-evolving of problem-solution [38]. That is, what needs to be understood, such as what characteristics of model output are important, is emergent from the designs being explored, the depth of design details, and also the evolving understanding of the users’ needs and characteristics. We suggest a few directions to support the contextualization and evolving information-seeking processes [60, 77, 86] of model understanding through model interrogation.

Supporting example-based interrogation. Echoing prior work [65, 91], we found that examining input-output examples plays an important role in design decisions, as it allows designers to visually envision user reactions and design opportunities, as well as discover nuanced model behaviors that cannot be conveyed by high-level descriptions or metrics. However, an ad-hoc approach that relies on designers to choose the examples to examine does not guarantee an accurate and complete understanding, and can disadvantage inexperienced AI designers. Future work should explore helping designers create or customize example datasets that are representative of their use cases, and guiding them to explore the input and output spaces in a more systematic fashion, such as by suggesting examples from different categories. Designers should not only experience model affordances but also failures from examples, such as through observing edge cases. Lastly, it is necessary for designers to understand the generalizability of model behaviors they observe in examples, such as by having metrics quantifying their frequency and performing group-level output analyses that expand beyond basic disaggregated evaluations.

Explainable AI for designerly understanding. We note a potential role that explainable AI (XAI) tools can play in supporting designerly understanding, as “how” and “why” questions frequently emerged in participants’ ideation processes. In human communication, people seek explanations about an event to be able to extrapolate to predictions about future, unseen events [71, 72]. This was often the goal and process that participants followed; they requested explanations of the output for an example they observed, and then attempted to infer whether the model would behave similarly for other articles, and if so, what kinds. In some cases, participants also requested global explanations to infer general characteristics of the model’s behavior and outputs. Subramonyam et al. [90] found that when interacting with data scientists who had developed in-house models, designers often attempt to validate their hypotheses about model behaviors, errors, and impacting factors by seeking explanations about training data, features used, feature weights, rules, and underlying assumptions. Future work can explore how
to provide similar information through interactive explanations for pre-trained models.

**Supporting testing factors for UX impact.** A recent development in making model reporting interrogatable is allowing users to provide or slice data to generate performance reports [47] for different groups. Also available are a set of model behavioral analysis tools (e.g., [10, 28, 84, 98]) to support ML engineers to understand impacting factors by performing disaggregated evaluation. However, their utility for UX designers is unclear. First, as discussed, UX failures may be concerned with a broader set of output characteristics than model errors. Second, designers face challenges translating between factors that impact model performance and the user scenarios they are designing for. For example, upon reading about the impact of an article being “unstructured” on performance, participants needed to translate that into “what kind of users tend to share unstructured articles and what are the potential risks to them.” When considering a common scenario of users sharing multiple articles in a row, P3 had to mentally simulate the output of chaining multiple articles. Future work should support designers to test factors of interest by allowing them to define metrics that matter to UX, and explore the impact by different user scenarios. For example, we may envision a tool that asks designers to define different user scenarios, helps them identify input examples that fit these scenarios, and allows visually examining their outputs and UX impact for each scenario.

**Integrating the exploration of design space and model understanding.** Recent HCI work begins to develop prototyping tools that integrate generating model outputs and creating interface designs in one place [91]. Future work should explore AI prototyping tools that also incorporate model transparency information. Moreover, we observe that, to cope with the uncertainty and complexity of AI, there is a strong desire to create intermediate designs and explore how the model behaves for different design ideas, and assess the potential UX risks and benefits. Future tooling should support such processes and model understanding needs that emerge from exploring different designs. For example, P3’s ideation in Figure 3 shows a natural inclination to create “branching views” (Figure 3) to explore and manage different conditional designs, and their design decisions can benefit from a more concrete understanding of the model input and output characteristics for each branch of design.

Finally, we call out the immense need to support understanding large, general purpose pre-trained models (e.g., GPT-3 and Dall-E) through interrogation to support designers or other individuals in making responsible decisions about their use. Given the extreme uncertainty about these models’ capabilities and limitations, and the current uncertainty about appropriate application domains, any static documentation is unlikely to suffice. For example, the current documentation for GPT-3 provides only a high-level description of its capabilities, such as “a set of models that can understand and generate natural language,” and “safety best practices guidance” that includes examples of harms and mitigation strategies. We believe users of large pre-trained models can benefit from tools that support example-based interrogation, model behavior analysis on different input groups, risk-oriented explorations to discover context-specific failures and harms, capabilities to answer questions and test hypotheses, and tinkering with application ideas.

### 5.2 Implications for UX-Led Approaches for RAI Practices

Our study investigated designers’ use of critical information about model limitations. Based on the results, we highlight a few reasons that UX practitioners can and should play a more central role in RAI practices to mitigate potential harms of AI technologies. First, UX design is fundamentally about bridging user needs and technical affordances. UX designers’ training equips them with the skills to understand users through user research and prior experience, and extrapolate that understanding to anticipate user perceptions and behaviors interacting with a given technology. They can apply the same skills to anticipating potential harms of AI. For example, recent RAI development begins to adopt a “red teaming” practice [43, 44]—coming up with adversarial inputs that produce harmful outputs and then updating the model to avoid them. We believe designers are well suited for performing such tasks. Their bridging role also places a sense of responsibility on them to be “user advocates,” making them inclined to exhibit appropriate skepticism about a technology and actively seek to understand model limitations.

Second, as the four goals identified in Section 4.3 show, UX designers bring a unique set of tools to cope with limitations of AI and mitigate their potential harms. They are able to explore the design space, assess potential harms that are emergent from different design solutions, eliminate risky technology designs, and help identify harms-mitigation strategies that should drive technical development. They are able to create “interaction-level interventions” (P9) to mitigate potential harms, by putting guardrails on model inputs and outputs, as well as creating transparency and user-control features to enable user agency dealing with model limitations. While the AI ethics literature often asks the question of “whether to build a technology” [13], UX practices and HCI literature have long contended with “how to build a technology” responsibly when there are competing requirements and values (e.g., design for “wicked problems” [23], and applying it to RAI [79]). The core interest in supporting user agency is motivated by a critical position that even following the best practices, technology creators will always face uncertain downstream trajectories of use [26, 36, 59]. RAI practices can benefit from these user-centered and pragmatic design tools.

Lastly, the increasing adoption of pre-trained models for product development calls for a UX-led approach as it necessitates design ideation to define new features that the model is suitable for. If well supported, pre-trained models also present opportunities to empower UX practitioners to directly tinker with a wide range of AI design materials, prototype by choosing from and “stitching together” different design materials, and ultimately take a more proactive role in developing AI-powered products.

With these arguments, we advocate for more and earlier inclusion of UX designers in the practice of RAI. This can be accomplished by providing designer-centered documentation and tooling to support their needs for understanding AI, as well as by lowering the organizational barriers for designers to take leading roles in product ideation, suitability assessment of models, and the definition of harms and mitigation strategies.
5.3 Limitations
As with any studies that utilize a design probe, our results are contingent on the documentation we chose. However, our main focus on the categories of information required to meet designers’ goals, rather than specific content details, may mitigate this limitation to some degree. The extractive text summarization model and the design task also had their idiosyncrasies, and hence certain design processes may not generalize to other types of models and AI-powered features. While we aimed to introduce a hands-on task to observe participants’ natural ideation processes, the study may still suffer from certain ecological validity issues. For example, participants were not given the opportunity to research the user problem, and the time and resources given were limited. Moreover, our sample was biased towards UX practitioners working in large technology companies and experienced with AI design. In fact, the majority of participants were recruited from a single large company. This sample may limit the generalizability of our observations about current practices reported in Section 4.1. For example, we mentioned that designers in smaller organizations appeared to take more initiative in the ideation stage. Lastly, given that design ideation with pre-trained models is still an emerging task and not all our participants had engaged with such a task before, the design practices we observed may not cover all practices, and we do not claim that all observations should be taken as best practices.

6 CONCLUSION
We conducted an interview study, including a hands-on design task, with 23 UX practitioners to investigate their needs and goals when performing design ideation on how to use a pre-trained ML model. We took a primary interest in their information needs to develop a “designerly understanding” of the model, and explored whether and how information categories in transparent model reporting frameworks can support such an understanding. Our results inform future development of transparent model reporting practices, as well as other tools that aim to support design ideation working with pre-trained models. Our study is motivated by two current trends in the broader context of AI product development: the availability of increasingly versatile pre-trained models, including large, general-purpose pre-trained models, for product innovation; and the recognition of the importance and challenges of RAI practices that aim to proactively mitigate the potential harms, and safeguard the use of AI. We take a formative step towards exploring, and ultimately supporting, the opportunities and responsibility for UX practitioners under these trends.
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## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model description</td>
<td>The extractive summarization model uses natural language processing techniques to locate key sentences in an unstructured text document. These sentences collectively convey the main idea of the document. When a document is given as the input, the model returns a list of extracted sentences, together with a rank score and its position in the original document for each extracted sentence. A rank score is an indicator of how relevant or important the model considers the sentence is to the main idea of the document (between 0 and 1, higher as more relevant). By default, the model returns three highest scored sentences, and you can specify the number of sentences returned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Examples of intended use  | You might want to use the extractive summarization model to:  
• Distill critical information from lengthy documents.  
• Highlight key sentences in documents.  
• Quickly skim documents in a library.  
• Generate news feed content.  
You can use extractive summarization in multiple scenarios across a variety of industries. For example:  
• Extract key information from public news articles to produce insights.  
• Classify documents by their key contents.  
• Distill important information from long documents to empower solutions such as search, question and answering, and decision support. |
| Do not use (Unintended use)| Don’t use extractive summarization for automatic actions without human intervention for high-impact scenarios. A person should always review source data when another person’s economic situation, health, or safety is affected. |
| Limitations with impacting factors | Based on your scenario and input data, you could experience different levels of performance:  
• Because the model is trained on document-based texts, such as news articles, scientific reports, and legal documents, when used with texts in certain genres such as conversations and transcriptions, it might produce output with lower accuracy.  
• When used with texts that may contain errors or are less similar to well-formed sentences, such as texts extracted from lists, tables, charts, the model might produce output with lower accuracy. |

### Design Space Guidance

**Input:** How to align inputs to what work best for AI?  
**Output:** How to present AI outputs to users?  
**Failure:** How to handle AI errors and provide paths from failure?  
**Transparency:** How to support user understanding of AI and AI outputs?  
**Feedback:** How to support users providing feedback for AI to learn?  

### Harms consideration

Here is a description of general technical limitations and potential harms for summarization models.  

**Performance biases:** it may work less well on articles that are less structured, contain informal language, longer, or on topics that were less common in the training data. This could lead to disparate impacts for users reading different topics, sources, language styles, etc.  

**Structural biases:** it may be biased towards extracting from the beginning part of an article or paragraphs. This could lead to the erasure of perspectives or misinformation.  

**Limits in extraction and linguistic quality:** it may fail to extract sentences with words that are out of the model’s vocabulary. The extracted sentences may be incomplete or repetitive. This could lead to misinformation, erasure of perspectives, and low-quality even offensive content to the audience.  

Table 2: Content of model documentation presented to participants. Original images are presented in Section 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Years in profession</th>
<th>Experience with AI design</th>
<th>Experience with NLP</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>UX researcher</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HCI researcher</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Product Designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Product Designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Interaction designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>UI/UX designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Product designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Design lead</td>
<td>More than 10 years</td>
<td>I consider myself an expert</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Product Manager</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Product designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interaction designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>More than 10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>User Researcher</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Product designer</td>
<td>More than 10 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>UX researcher</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Interaction designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Product Designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>UX Designer</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>Limited experience</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>UX Designer</td>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Part of my day-to-day job</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Product manager</td>
<td>1–5 years</td>
<td>I consider myself an expert</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Description of participants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Category</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Example Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harms consideration</td>
<td>Participants appreciated the awareness of potential harms, and the delineation of different sources of technical limitations. However, many struggled with not having a concrete understanding and a lack of actionability to address these harms.</td>
<td>This was really useful. I realized I was talking about performance biases and structural biases in the same way... that helped me think more granularly, how I should design to address each of these sources (P2) The potential harms... those were a little abstract...I have a hard time thinking about actual instances (P4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacting factors</td>
<td>Some picked up the factor of article structure mentioned in this section and considered not applying the model to unstructured inputs. However, the majority expressed dissatisfaction because they wished to know whether other factors, such as article length, genre, and language style, can impact the model. Also wished to understand how the model behaves differently (e.g., output length, frequency of certain words), rather than just how the performance varies, with factors.</td>
<td>I made a lot of assumptions that could be more well informed. Like is it better for things that are factual or opinion pieces? (P12) Will there be concept that is harder for the model [to extract]... what exactly are good for providing these kinds of output is not clear to me (P21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples from playground</td>
<td>Appreciated that the output example provided an intuitive understanding of the model affordance. Experienced designers were intentional in examining different types of input-output pairs and looked for edge cases, often to explore the reliability of the model, and to discover or examine the effect of impacting factors.</td>
<td>It is helpful to understand different ways the model could be used, like you don’t have to just use the output, you can also rank the sentences, you can use the sentences within the context of the article (P2) I picked the statement of Ukraine because I’m assuming it talks about sensitive matters... Because I know language models are problematic when it comes to sensitive issues (P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design space guidance</td>
<td>Appreciated it as a checklist to help them think systematically about what to design for, especially for those new to AI design. As both a generative tool for inspiring designs and an evaluative tool to ensure the design quality. Helpful for setting common languages and goals when communicating with other team members.</td>
<td>The first is, as a generative tool...provides you a thing to think about, to apply to the designs that are in progress... Secondarily, it can provide a checklist for quality assurance. (P9) Designing with and for AI is a relatively emerging territory. So just even being able to flag that in a way that’s shared across the team would be really useful. (P7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not use</td>
<td>Appreciated documentation that leads with critical information. Some picked up the mentioning of avoiding use in “high-stakes” situations in their design thinking. However, the section was too high-level. Needed more examples of out-of-scope scenarios and understanding of outcomes.</td>
<td>I personally look at AI from a very critical lens. So I naturally gravitate towards things that talk about limitations and do not use. (P1) I’m a little confused on high impact scenarios...what would be an example of something that might require human intervention? (P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples of intended use</td>
<td>Appreciated this section to help them jump-start divergent thinking and generating ideas.</td>
<td>Examples of intended use was the one that weighed the most for me because looking over the examples then I can begin to extrapolate that and apply it to the problem I have (P9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of participants’ comments about the categories of information provided in the task, ranked by the number of participants discussing each.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Category</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Example Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>While some asked for “explainability,” most expressed such needs by asking the “how” and “why” questions, e.g., “how does the model summarize?” or “why does it extract this sentence?”</td>
<td>If I knew it was looking out for, like sentences that are very definitive, then I would understand that, this isn’t going to work for an opinion piece. (P12) I would like to learn more about the model on how it’s extracting... Like there are a lot of transitional words, how does those get filtered out?... so [I know] how is the output of the model like, how easy is it for users to consume? (P19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training data</td>
<td>Interested in understanding the training data because it could help them infer impacting factors. Also interested in the data shift—whether the training data matches data of their platform, to assess suitability and limitations.</td>
<td>What types of articles that thing was trained on, what diversity of articles, what type of language like formal or informal? (P12) What it’s been trained on or how it performs in relation to the types of articles being shared on this platform to evaluate that sort of match. (P7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Disaggregated) evaluation</td>
<td>Mostly interested in disaggregated evaluation to understand how performance varies by impacting factors. The quantification could help them better assess their potential impact.</td>
<td>In the limitations it was highlighted a bit, but we need to quantify that... in the end, what matters is how will that impact the customer experience... if the model is 20% accurate for topics where it’s weak then I want to know that so that I can avoid summarizing for those topics (P10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence/uncertainty</td>
<td>Asked whether the model could generate confidence scores. Gravitated towards using it to put guardrails on low-quality outputs.</td>
<td>I’d want to be able to say the degree of confidence in this. I don’t know... I don’t think that was documented (P7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customizability, improvability, roadmap</td>
<td>Interested in knowing whether the model could be customized or improved, and whether the service-provider plans to improve it in the future, to help them plan the design accordingly and coordinate or negotiate with the team.</td>
<td>Is anything coming up in the future?...Because if you start building for these, then some new feature gets unlocked or constraints gets erased... So I wish we had been thinking ahead for what we wanted to design (P13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of output patterns</td>
<td>Interested in understanding the general patterns of outputs, such as lengths and types of words.</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics around the model output...like, is there a pattern? Does it take from the very beginning? How long is it usually? (P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm and development background</td>
<td>Wished to understand the background of the model to infer potential biases or mismatching assumptions for their use case. “Technical” knowledge could help designers build AI literacy and communicate with data scientists.</td>
<td>Understanding who, when and how it was developed. I wanna know... what are their interests? What are their biases? (P12) The model type and algorithm because it’s also about educating... so when we communicate with data scientists, we can use the same language (P5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance information</td>
<td>Sought “delegated trust” by relying on their company or other organizations to vet the capabilities and ethical considerations of the model.</td>
<td>Due diligence on the service provider. What have you done as bias mitigation? Are you an ethical actor? I wanna see some sort of assurance of that, [from] a third party that I can trust. (P9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Summary of participants’ comments about additional information participants asked for, ranked by the number of participants discussing each.
Figure 4: Screenshot of the playground UI with an example input document and its model output, as retrieved in June 2022.